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Abstract: Trajectory tracking and macroalgal growth models were coupled to support a novel
macroalgae-harvesting concept known as the Nautical Off-shore Macroalgal Autonomous Device
(NOMAD). The NOMAD consists of 5 km long carbon-fiber longlines that are seeded and free float
southward along the U.S. West Coast for approximately 3 months before harvesting off the California
coast, taking advantage of favorable environmental conditions. The trajectory and macroalgal growth
models were applied to answer planning questions pertinent to the techno-economic analysis such as
identifying the preferred release location, approximate pathway, timing until harvest, and estimated
growth. Trajectories were determined with the General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment
(GNOME) model, using 11 years of current and wind data, determining probabilities by running
nearly 40,000 Monte Carlo simulations varying the start time and location. An accompanying
macroalgal growth model was used to estimate the growth of macroalgae based on the trajectory
tracks and environmental forcing products, including light, temperature and nutrients. Model results
show that NOMAD lines transit south in the months of April to September due to seasonal currents,
taking approximately 3 months to reach Southern California. During transit, NOMAD lines are
dispersed but typically avoid beaching or passing through marine sanctuaries. NOMAD lines can
yield up to 30 kg wet weight per meter of cultivation line.

Keywords: macroalgae; seaweed; kelp; macroalgal growth model; trajectory model; free floating;
NOMAD

1. Introduction

Marine macroalgae, also referred to as seaweed, can be harvested from natural growth or from
fixed farms located near natural sources of nutrients such as rivers and coastal upwelling. Harvested
macroalgae can be used for human consumption, as animal feed, and as feedstock for fuels and
chemicals. While the macroalgal industry has been growing rapidly around the world, products have
mostly been marketed for human consumption due to economic constraints. Improving the scale,
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efficiency, and production cost can make other end uses more viable, such as the production of biofuels
to contribute to U.S. and global energy demands [1].

Macroalgal cultivation has been conventionally achieved through anchored farms in coastal waters
in which macroalgae grow on supporting structures such as long cultivation lines. Traditional stationary
farming systems usually occupy a substantial coastal area and requires substantial investment in farm
infrastructure. In comparison, the proposed free-floating farming concept in this study mimics natural
macroalgae such as Sargassum rafts which grow and drift freely in the open ocean. Therefore, it not
only avoids “permanently” occupying coastal space but also saves high anchoring cost to reduce losses
of farm structures and macroalgae as a result of high current and wave forces during storms. The only
free-floating macroalgae-harvesting applications known to the authors are those taking place with
Sargassum rafts in the northern Caribbean Basin and the Atlantic Ocean [2].

To develop a free-floating macroalgal cultivation system requires a good understanding of its
potential pathways in the coastal ocean. Tracking floating objects in the ocean is a challenging task
that historically has been undertaken for tracking marine debris such as plastics [3] and oil spills [4,5].
Researchers have used global drifter networks [6], satellite measurements [7], models [8], and even
accidental spills [9] to map out global currents and their seasonality. The oil industry has perhaps
performed the most predictive modeling, anticipating risks at locations where an oil spill may occur
by combining forcing parameters such as hydrodynamics, winds, waves, and diffusion. There are
many trajectory models available, including General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment
(GNOME) [10], Surface Currents from Diagnostic (SCUD) [11], multivariate ocean variational estimation
(MOVE) [12], and Blowout and Spill Occurrence Model (BLOSOM) [13]. Several papers have also
explored the ability of these models in recreating hindcasted trajectories of floating debris and oil spills
while altering model input parameters such as windage [14,15].

Another important component to help achieve large-scale, economically viable macroalgal
production is the capability to predict potential macroalgal biomass yield along the floating pathways.
A macroalgal growth model that incorporates environmental conditions such as light, temperature, and
nutrient information into biomass growth prediction can serve this purpose [16–23]. When coupled
with the trajectory model and targeted at maximum biomass yield, it can be used to identify optimal
time and location for macroalgal release and harvest. In this study, a macroalgal growth model was
coupled with a trajectory prediction model to estimate macroalgal biomass yield along the farm
trajectories. This framework was then used to help identify the optimal time and location for releasing
seeding lines and harvesting the biomass over the course of the growing period for a novel macroalgal
cultivation system proposed for the U.S. West Coast.

2. Methods

2.1. NOMAD Project

The U.S. Department of Energy’s Advanced Research Projects Agency—Energy (ARPA-E) launched
the Macroalgae Research Inspiring Novel Energy Resources (MARINER) program with the goal of
developing technologies to greatly reduce the capital and operational expenses related to macroalgae
production and enable significant increases in farm size and potential areas of deployment [24]. The
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory proposed a concept called the Nautical Off-shore Macroalgal
Autonomous Device (NOMAD). The envisioned NOMAD consists of free-floating sensor-equipped
recycled carbon-fiber (rCF) longlines (5 km long, 1.5 cm diameter) seeded with two species of kelp that
are to be released non-stop for ~100 days each spring from a seeding vessel off the coast of Washington
State, and collected, after approximately 3 months of southbound journey (ca. 1500 km) along
nutrient-rich ocean currents, by a harvesting boat off the coast of Southern California. By continuously
releasing seeded NOMADs, the proposed scalable macroalgae cultivation system is equivalent to a
ca. 2300 ha kelp farm. Since the NOMADs can be deployed simultaneously and in parallel at many
locations off the coast of Washington State, the entire NOMAD seeding–drifting–harvesting system is in
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principle scalable by orders of magnitude, with the potential to exceed a 100,000 ha kelp farm, thereby
meeting the objectives of the ARPA-E MARINER program for large-scale generation of macroalgae
biomass for biofuels and bioproducts.

The use of free-floating lines avoids anchoring costs and failures of earlier offshore growth
trials [25]. High-strength, extremely durable, rCF is proposed to minimize capital costs, longline
degradation and failure, and risks to marine life. The envisioned longline is seeded with a binary
culture of Nereocystis luetkeana (bull kelp) and Saccharina latissima (sugar kelp), and submerged 5 m
below the water surface, with buoyancy being provided by equally spaced buoys. The larger floating
N. luetkeana serve as canopy species, while the smaller, non-floating S. latissima are the understory
species, resulting in improved light utilization efficiency, ecological resilience, and thus biomass yields.
Hydrodynamic load modeling showed low risk that the tensions at the holdfast of the kelp breaks
during extreme weather conditions, with the modeling assuming a biomass yield of 39 kg wet yield
per m of line at the time of harvest [26]. Any kelp to break from the NOMAD system would reduce
the biomass yield but would cause no environmental impact. NOMAD lines are strong enough and
the bending radius large enough that self-entanglement or entanglement with marine mammals is
unlikely. A complete techno-economic analysis of the offshore NOMAD macroalgae cultivation system
including a downstream biorefinery was carried out in an accompanying study [27].

The U.S. West Coast (Figure 1) was chosen as the study site to release the NOMAD systems
because the California Current provides a consistent southward current and has well-known coastal
upwelling [28], which can provide nutrient-rich, cold coastal water habitats that are critical to sustain
kelp growth.
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Figure 1. Surface (0–5 m) nitrate field (µmol/L) in selected U.S. exclusive economic zones (EEZ) showing
relatively higher nitrate availability in nearshore waters of the U.S. West Coast. The data are derived
from the ESRI Ecological Marine Unit dataset [29], which was assembled from non-supervised statistical
clustering of over 52 million points from the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) World Ocean Atlas 2013 database [30].

Compared to other U.S. coastal regions, the West Coast also experiences fewer extreme weather
events such as tropical and extratropical cyclones (Figure 2). Therefore, from the operational risk
perspective, the U.S. West Coast appears to be more suitable for large-scale macroalgal cultivation
practices. Other locations around the world may also be suitable locations for the NOMAD system,
but it would require site-specific analyses to determine spatial and temporal timing and resulting
macroalgal growth.
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Figure 2. (a) The tropical cyclone (TC) track density (i.e., number of storms passing through each 0.5
deg × 0.5 deg grid cell) derived from historical tropical cyclone tracks and (b) extratropical cyclone
(ETC) tracks in North America. Data for tropical cyclones were obtained from the International Best
Track Archive for Climate Stewardship (IBTrACS v3, [31]). For extratropical cyclones, the data were
based on the reanalysis product for extratropical cyclone activity in the Northern Hemisphere for the
1871–2010 winter seasons [32].

2.2. Trajectory Model

GNOME is a Lagrangian trajectory model developed by the NOAA, Office of Response and
Restoration, Emergency Response Division, released in 1999 as the replacement for the On-Scene Spill
Model that had been used since 1979 [33]. The NOAA uses the model as an operational tool to respond
to oil spills around the U.S. by predicting where oil will travel in the crucial hours after a spill in order
to guide emergency response, iteratively correcting the trajectories with overhead helicopter flights
to provide the best projections. GNOME functions by combining “movers” such as water currents,
winds, and diffusion, to move particles that are experiencing weathering and beaching.

GNOME was selected as the trajectory model for this analysis because it has been proven over
decades as the go-to model for spill response in the U.S. and has been applied to a variety of applications
including debris tracking [34]. A scripting interface called PyGNOME provides open-source Python
scripts to facilitate the batching of many simulations, and in this case, the integration into the growth
model. NOMAD lines were modeled as points with no inertial effect.

All model forcing was collected for the years 2000–2010 with a spatial extent between 30◦ and
50◦ latitude and −115◦ and −140◦ longitude to cover the study site along the U.S. West Coast. The
current forcing uses a Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation data assimilation technique to combine
model results from the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) with satellite observations, in situ
measurements, and other data sources [35]. This HYCOM GLBu0.08 dataset provides three-hourly
currents with 1/12◦ horizontal resolution and 32 vertical layers. The currents layer at 2 m depth was
used instead of the surface currents because NOMAD systems are large and extend into the water
column as the macroalgae grows. Wind forcing uses the National Centers for Environmental Prediction
Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) dataset with hourly wind speeds at a 1/2◦ resolution [36].
GNOME applies a windage coefficient that determines a percent of the wind that directly transfers into
the object due to some part of the object being above the surface, and a persistent 3% coefficient was
chosen based on studies using GNOME to track tsunami debris [14,34]. Turbulent diffusion was added
in GNOME as stochastic random walk with a constant coefficient of 5000 cm2/s, which is considerably
less than a typical oil spill because of the large size of the NOMAD system compared to oil particles.

2.3. Macroalgal Growth Model

A macroalgal growth model was adopted in this study based on kinetics formulations that have
been widely used for modeling algal growth and loss processes in many previous studies [16–23,37,38].
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Reviewing macroalgal growth models in the literature shows that the level of complexity of these
models varies greatly among different studies. For instance, kinetic models for sugar kelp [20] and
Sargassum [23] differ substantially in the complexity and details of representing the growth process,
e.g., the effect of internal nutrient reserve on algal growth was explicitly modeled in the former study
but not in the latter. For this study, we think it is necessary to include those key processes controlling
macroalgal growth and loss as well as their interactions with environmental variables but should not
make the model overly complicated by introducing too many parameter and formulation sets of high
uncertainty. Following the similar approach developed by [23] for simulating floating Sargassum mats
in the Atlantic Ocean, the feedback process of macroalgal uptake of nutrients to the ambient nutrient
field was ignored, although the growth rate is treated as a function of ambient nutrient concentrations.
This is a reasonable assumption considering the low spatial density of floating NOMAD lines. In
addition, strong wave mixing surrounding the farm structures allow for rapid nutrient replenishment
and uptake [39].

Figure 3 shows the conceptual diagram of the macroalgal growth model framework. Upon
receiving the trajectory information from the GNOME model, the growth model was used to predict
macroalgal growth in both time and space along the farm trajectories. Specifically, the growth model
read in the GNOME trajectory information and conducted 3D interpolation in time and space to find
the corresponding environmental forcing information from a series of pre-generated environmental
forcing datasets. These datasets include representative nutrient fields (e.g., nitrate) produced by the
Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Model for Prediction Across Scales Ocean with biogeochemistry
(MPAS-O BGC) model within the Energy Exascale Earth System Model (E3SM) [40–42], as well as solar
radiation and temperature field from the same CFSR and HYCOM reanalysis products used to drive
GNOME simulations. The environmental forcing datasets used in this study have been validated with
field observations to various extent as possible.
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The governing equation for macroalgae biomass growth has the following generic form based on
literature [19,20,23,37]:

dC
dt

= (µ− r−m)C (1)

where C is macroalgal biomass density for individual NOMAD lines (g carbon per m of growth line),
which is converted to wet weight per m of line using carbon to dry weight ratio = 0.28 and dry weight
to wet weight ratio = 0.15; t is time (day, or d); µ is the growth rate (per d); r is respiration or the basal
metabolism rate as a function of water temperature (0.01 per d for the base rate under the reference
temperature); and m is the sum of the two additional loss terms, grazing and senescence/mortality
(0.01 per d).

The growth rate µ is defined as the product of the maximum specific growth rate (µm, 0.2 per d) and
major environmental limiting functions, including light, temperature, and nutrients. The maximum
specific growth rate is the most important parameter affecting macroalgal biomass yield and the value
of 0.2 per d was taken from the literature [20]. For light limiting function, light attenuation by both the
water column and macroalgal biomass (i.e., self-shading) is modeled. The effect of photoinhibition (i.e.,
reduced photosynthesis due to excess light) is not considered in the current model as literature review
suggests that the presence or absence of photoinhibition is highly variable as a result of various factors,
such as differences in genotype, nutrient and temperature conditions, and the acclimation of algae
to light [43,44]. Laboratory/field experiments should be carried out for targeted macroalgal species
to derive accurate light limiting functions. The temperature limiting function for the growth rate is
based on the same equation in [18] with an optimal temperature range of 3–15 ◦C and a tolerance
temperature range of 0–20 ◦C. In marine environment, nitrogen is regarded as the most important
limiting factor for macroalgal growth [45]. Thus, the nutrient limiting function can be simplified to
only consider nitrogen limitation effect. In addition, to account for the luxury uptake and storage
capability of nitrogen by macroalgae [46–48], the Droop equation similar to that in [17,19] was used for
nutrient limitation with a half saturation rate of 4.0 µmol nitrogen per L [20].

2.4. Simulation Design

An ensemble of nearly 40,000 GNOME simulations was determined to assess different start
locations and start times being considered by the NOMAD team. A Monte Carlo approach was taken,
randomizing the setup for each simulation and then looking at results using a post-analysis tool
called the Trajectory Analysis Planner (TAP) [49]. The TAP analyzes statistics from large ensembles of
GNOME simulations, allowing multiple analysis modes that define probabilities across user-defined
receptor grid cells, which for this project were determined to be 0.2◦ by 0.2◦ squares.

Each simulation lasted for 150 days with a 15–minute model time step. Each simulation released
one NOMAD system per hour for the first week, resulting in 168 systems released for each simulation.
This was not the planned deployment rate but was representative for the purpose of the analysis. After
a series of sensitivity models runs, in total there were 30 different start locations considered and four
starting time windows, each with 330 simulations for a total of 39,600 simulations. The full ensemble
took 25 physical days to run on four cores.

An even sampling of 28 start locations were identified near the northern extent of the U.S EEZ,
assuming that the NOMAD systems would drift south down the coast without passing into marine
sanctuaries or beaching and that the macroalgae experiences desired temperatures and nutrients for
growth. Locations were selected within the U.S. EEZ and outside of marine sanctuaries, with two
locations identified much farther south to explore beaching potential with a farther south release
(Figure 4).
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Figure 4. The 30 start locations off the U.S. West Coast represented by white dots, the U.S. EEZ extends
200 nm offshore and is represented by the red line, and a marine sanctuary represented by the hashed
green area.

It was postulated that the first four months of the year (January–April) would be optimal for
biomass production rates due to preferred temperatures and nutrient availability. To provide variability
for the Monte Carlo simulation, a random start time was chosen within the time window of each month.

Finally, recognizing that the ocean experiences natural variability across multi-year scales, 11
years of data for the years 2000–2010 were used across the ensemble, with each simulation randomly
selecting a year in which to run. Rather than averaging data from the years, this approach allowed real
events such as storms to be reflected in the simulations with realistic probabilities representing the
11 years of data. The sampled years showed an average monthly Southern Oscillation Index of 0.25,
skewing slightly towards La Niña which generally produces fewer storms along the U.S. West Coast

3. Results and Discussion

Results from this modeling analysis were used to inform a techno-economic analysis (TEA)
assessing the economic feasibility of a full-scale commercial operation [27]. Key information needed
for the TEA included the preferred release (start) location, the projected pathway (end location), the
approximate timing before recapture (end time), and the resulting biomass yield. Seasonality was
considered for all these analyses.

3.1. Release Location Analysis

The release location analysis was performed to narrow the 30 potential start locations down to
the best candidates, which was defined as those that consistently drifted down the coast without
beaching or passing through marine sanctuaries. A NOMAD line was assumed to successfully transit
southward without beaching if it passed Cape Mendocino off the coast of Northern California, after
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which beaching events become unlikely because of the currents. The start locations were assessed with
the release starting at different months of the year: January through April.

The TAP tool provided a method for comparing start locations based on the probability for it to
pass through a selected receptor cell. A cell was selected approximately 70 miles off the coast of Cape
Mendocino, selected as a preferred checkpoint during the path southward. The probability shown
for each start location and month indicates the percent of 330 simulations that had at least one of 168
NOMAD lines pass through the selected receptor cell (Figure 5). A NOMAD line moving past the
selected receptor cell, but to the east or west, will not show in the percentages; this is meant to provide
a high-level assessment of the start locations, but further analysis would be expected.
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Figure 5. TAP analysis showing the probability of simulations passing through the selected receptor
cell from 30 start locations.

To aid in the interpretation of start locations, northward velocities were averaged across the 11
years of HYCOM data by month to provide an analysis of seasonality. The results (Figure 6). show
that in the early months of January to March the mean current moves to the north, while a shift takes
place so the mean current moves to the south during April to June. This explains why the January
start showed around 10% of simulations passing through the selected receptor cell, but the April start
showed nearly 80% of simulations passing through the receptor cell for some start locations. The full
window of southward velocities is between April and September.

The start locations closest to the EEZ showed the highest probability of transiting south without
beaching (Figure 5). This is less preferable from an economic perspective because the deployment
vessel will have to travel farther before beginning releases, costing fuel and time. The deployments
beginning farther south also showed a high likelihood of moving south with a March start, but this
option provides less float time for the macroalgae to grow and did not show significantly better
probabilities. Balancing these cost considerations against the likelihood that NOMAD lines will travel
south suggest that a release approximately 100 nm offshore along the northern boundary of the EEZ
is the preferred start location, where approximately 70% of simulations passed through the selected
receptor cell with an April start. Starting at a later month may provide better transit to the south, but
this should be balanced against available nutrients and temperatures.
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3.2. Pathway Analysis

Continuing with one of the outermost release locations, the next major factor in the economic
analysis was assessing the expected pathway for NOMAD lines. This reaffirms that NOMAD lines
will transit south, while also giving an idea of beaching probability and spread. Monthly seasonality
was assessed once again, with releases starting in the months of January through April.

The ensemble of GNOME simulations was assessed with the TAP tool, providing the percent
of 330 simulations that had at least one of 168 NOMAD lines pass through a given cell (Figure 7).
The resulting plots indicate the expected spread of the trajectories and the best estimated location
for harvesting.

Releasing NOMAD lines in January and February is not feasible because the probability of
simulations that will transit south is a low 10–30%. Late March is when releases become feasible
from a free-floating trajectory perspective, as the probability of simulations transiting south reaches
approximately 80%. The greatest potential for beaching appears to be along the Washington and
Oregon coasts, with Cape Blanco in Southern Oregon showing the highest probability of beaching.

The plan is to collect and harvest NOMAD lines off the coast of Southern California, and an
important economic factor was fuel costs based on the distance between the pickup location and the
nearest port and the expected natural spread of NOMAD lines at the planned point of collection. The
midpoint for the natural drift was approximately 220 nm from the coast at the 35th parallel north,
but this distance could be reduced by collecting NOMAD lines farther north. During the April start,
cells with more than 50% of the simulations span 160 nm along the 35th parallel north, presenting
a significant challenge for efficiently collecting NOMAD lines. The range of analysis from the 130th
to 115th parallels west was not wide enough to capture the spread of outlier trajectories. This wide
distribution is because small changes near the start of the deployment can have drastic changes on the
end trajectory due to cumulative changes over long periods of time in a complex system of currents.
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The conclusion of this analysis was that NOMAD lines needed some form of mitigation to correct the
issue of spread, assessing the feasibility of an active steering mechanism, GPS tracking with course
correction from vessels, and creating longer NOMAD lines to reduce the spread.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x 10 of 20 
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3.3. Timing Analysis

While the previous analysis looked at expected pathways, it did not factor in the amount of time
it would take to reach the harvesting location. The length of float time factors into the growth analysis
and creates a different type of spread across time. This analysis continued with the same outermost
release location and factored in monthly seasonality. The TAP provides an analysis mode that creates
contours representing the earliest time that a single NOMAD line across all simulations reaches a given
cell (Figure 8).J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x 11 of 20 
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During the March and April starts, the earliest NOMAD lines can be expected to reach Southern
California around 70 days after release. This determines a minimum threshold for how much growth
time is available before harvest.

3.4. Growth Analysis

Compared to conventional, stationary macroalgal farms, the NOMAD system has several
advantages in promoting macroalgal growth. First, the floating system will receive abundant light
because of its shallower deployment depth and excellent water clarity in the outer coastal ocean.
Second, in addition to a much lower spatial density for NOMAD lines, strong surface wave mixing
will enhance nutrient uptake and replenishment from ambient waters. Considering light and nutrient
availability is among the most important limiting factors for algal growth, these advantages may
potentially help NOMADs reach higher biomass yield than conventional farms. Further, earlier
research indicated that floating macroalgae tend to experience less grazing pressure compared to
anchored farms [50]. Additionally, the offshore environment with abundant wave exposure may
effectively reduce the macroalgae biofouling caused by various marine organisms [51]. Hence, to grow
macroalgae on floating NOMAD platforms in offshore waters may have another added benefit to
achieve a higher biomass yield.

Figure 9 shows the biomass density distribution for a total of 48 NOMAD lines that were
continuously released at hourly intervals within a 48-hour seedling window in early June of 2009. The
release location is located near the northern boundary of the U.S. EEZ off the Washington coast. The
initial biomass density was specified as 1 kg wet weight per meter (kg ww/m) length of the NOMAD
line. The GNOME model was first used to dynamically track the trajectory in time and space for
each of the 48 NOMAD lines at hourly intervals. The trajectory information was then passed to the
macroalgal growth model as a major input to drive macroalgal growth simulations. The predicted
macroalgal biomass distributions along the NOMAD trajectories were subsequently used to assess
macroalgal growth in time and space for individual NOMAD lines.J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x 12 of 20 
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The results suggest all NOMAD lines started to drift southward under the influence of ocean
currents and surface wind, which is consistent with the earlier analysis of HYCOM current field
(Figure 6). During the approximate 3 month journey, nearly all NOMAD lines reached the southern
boundary of U.S. EEZs except for one line, which hit the coast near northern Oregon coast in late June
before it could drift farther south. The results indicate that a small portion of NOMAD lines can reach
a maximum biomass density of 30 kg ww/m line. The biomass density is highly variable in time and
space, depending on the trajectory and associated ambient environmental conditions such as water
temperature and nutrient concentration. In general, for NOMAD lines that have trajectories closer
to coast, they tend to have a higher biomass density because of lower water temperature and higher
nutrient concentrations in the coastal zone. These trajectories also have lower economic cost due to
easier access from shore for harvesting.

The biomass distributions (Figure 9) show an overall decreasing trend toward the end of the
trajectories, which should be mainly caused by the warming water temperature as NOMAD lines
continue drifting southward in the late summer (Figure 10).J. Mar. Sci. Eng. 2020, 8, x 13 of 20 
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Figure 10. Instantaneous seawater temperature distribution at the beginning of each month (a–f) from
April to September (e.g., 1 April 2019, 00:00:00 GMT; 1 May 2019, 00:00:00 GMT) showing colder surface
water in the nearshore upwelling region. The plots were based on HYCOM [35] 1/12 degree global
reanalysis product at 2 m depth.

Figure 11 shows the time history of macroalgal biomass density, internal N:C ratio, ambient nitrate
concentration, and the temperature limiting factor for growth for an example NOMAD line over the
3 month growth period. The biomass (Figure 11a) starts to decrease in mid-August as a result of
increasing temperature limitation (Figure 11d) despite that both the internal N content (Figure 11b)
and ambient nitrate concentration (Figure 11c) is still capable to sustain continuous growth. In fact, the
biomass growth has started to slow down in the beginning of August due to increasing temperature
limitation when water temperature continues to rise (Figure 11a,d). The results also indicate that due to
low ambient nitrate concentrations following NOMAD release in early June, the macroalgae primarily
relies on internal nitrogen stock to sustain growth at a low growth rate but grows more rapidly in July
with increased nitrate availability (Figure 11a–c).
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Figure 11. Time series plot of (a) macroalgal biomass density (kg ww/m); (b) the corresponding internal
N:C mass ratio; (c) water column nitrate concentration; and (d) seawater temperature limiting function
for macroalgal growth. The results here are based on model results for one example NOMAD line.

The warming seawater temperature in the late summer (Figure 10) will negatively impact
macroalgae growth and survival especially in El Niño years [52] unless NOMAD lines can stay
sufficiently close to the coast. This also means that in order to achieve the optimal biomass yield,
NOMAD lines should be harvested at their peak biomass rather than at the end of growth period
when the biomass density already starts to decrease as a result of warming seawater temperature.
Alternatively, to release NOMAD lines in the earlier months of the year can help avoid warm summer
temperature conditions and potentially allow for a longer growing season that will more closely follow
its natural seasonality (i.e., the winter–spring growing season) and thus increase the biological viability
of the NOMAD system. However, because of the seasonal pattern of currents at this location (Figure 6),
releasing NOMADs in winter to earlier spring time will cause them to mostly travel northward into
international waters. Therefore, by considering all these factors, it was concluded that early April
should be a preferable timeframe for NOMAD release.

Figure 12 shows the macroalgal biomass and internal nitrogen content distributions along the
ensemble mean trajectories of NOMAD lines released from the 30 initial locations in early April.

Figure 13 shows the corresponding biomass distributions for all the 30 NOMAD lines. The results
suggest that the maximum biomass yield can reach more than 35 kg ww/m line following a 3–4 month
growing period while the mean and median values are approximately 25 kg ww/m line. These values
are higher than some conventional farms [53,54] but are well within the range reported in literature,
e.g., Table 1 in Broch et al. 2019 [55]. The results clearly show that the final biomass yield near the end
of the growth period is considerably smaller than the maximum biomass. Thus, earlier harvest should
be conducted to achieve maximum biomass yield.
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Figure 13. Box plot of macroalgal biomass (kg ww/m) distributions for all 30 NOMAD lines released in
April. The arithmetic mean in the box plot is represented by the black dot. The two groups indicated
by the x axis are the maximum and final biomass density distributions during the entire growth period.

Another benefit for releasing NOMAD lines earlier in a year allows the macroalgae to take
advantage of relatively high nutrient availability in the springtime so that they can uptake and store
more nutrients for their later growth. For instance, near the end of the trajectories, the increase in
biomass density is largely sustained by internal nitrogen stock, as indicated by the opposite trend
in biomass density and internal N:C ratio (Figure 12). This is also one of the unique strengths for
macroalgae to thrive in low-nutrient marine environments and is also a key feature of the NOMAD
system, especially if outfitted with navigational capabilities; spatiotemporal variations in nutrients can
seasonally be harvested to increase biomass yield.
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Lastly, the trajectories for both April and June releases show that NOMAD lines tend to drift
away from the coast as they continue moving southward while the coast starts to turn eastward in
California (Figures 9 and 12). As discussed earlier, this not only affects macroalgal growth due to
warming seawater temperature and decreasing nutrient availability but also increases the harvest cost.
The present trajectory modeling suggests that most of NOMAD lines tend to remain in the sea without
beaching; however, it is uncertain if onshore wind waves will eventually push NOMAD lines onto the
beaches during the ~3 month journey. Hence, active intervening to adjust the farm trajectories on an
as-needed basis maybe needed to ensure NOMAD lines stay in the nearshore waters along the coast.
This will increase the operational cost but may also help the farms to achieve higher biomass yield by
taking advantage of cold and nutrient-rich nearshore waters.

4. Conclusions

Modeling was conducted in support of the NOMAD project, which proposes to release free-floating
carbon-fiber longlines seeded with two species of marcoalgae to transit from the coast of Washington
State, meant to transit southbound for approximately 3 months on natural currents to be harvested
off the coast of Southern California. A Monte Carlo ensemble of nearly 40,000 trajectory simulations
was completed using the GNOME model and 11 years of historic current and wind data. A statistical
analysis was used to inform the preferred release location and timing, the expected travel pathway and
identification of harvest location, and the timing for harvest. A macroalgal growth model was used to
estimate growth based on average trajectory tracks and environmental forcing products such as light,
temperature, and nutrients. This is the first time that a trajectory model and growth model have been
coupled, enabling future applications to other non-stationary macroalgae farms or naturally-occurring
algae rafts such as Sargassum.

Results of the analysis show a seasonal shift in the north-south currents along the U.S. West Coast
that allows a southbound transit window between late March and late September. The preferred
release location was around 100 nm offshore along the northern boundary of the EEZ for the U.S. West
Coast. Most NOMAD lines transit southward during the seasonal window, though the dispersion is
significant towards Southern California, where cells that are transited by more than 50% of scenarios
spans 160 nm east-west. The average distance from shore to harvest NOMAD lines off Southern
California is 220 nm, implying that there may be cost savings by harvesting further north despite time
for algal growth. The earliest time of arrival off Southern California is 70 days after release. During the
approximate 3 month transit, some NOMAD lines reach an average biomass density of 25 kg ww/m
line, particularly those that remain closer to the coast around Southern California. Warm temperatures
eventually reduce the biomass yield, showing a window in time and space where harvest should
occur. Model results indicate that the NOMAD design has potential as a scalable commercial operation
but needs refinement to manage the timing and spatial distribution of NOMAD lines during transit,
potentially exploring self-guidance mechanisms or transit corrections for outliers. Concerns about
interference with major shipping lanes and methods to alert nearby ships to the presence of NOMAD
lines should also be further explored.

The accuracy of trajectories in GNOME depends largely on the accuracy and resolution of the
movers. Wave-induced Stokes drift was not included in this study, but the influence can be on the
same order of magnitude as currents [56] and including waves that propagate from the west to the
shore may cause NOMAD lines to remain closer to the coast and benefit from shorter transit distances
for harvesting, cooler temperatures for growth, and less dispersion. GNOME does not include inertial
effects due to mass nor the complex bending motions within the NOMAD system, but this influence
is expected to be small compared to inherent uncertainty caused by relatively coarse resolution of
forcing data compared to the length of each NOMAD line. Currents had a 1/12◦ horizontal resolution
(~9 km) and wind had a 1/2◦ horizontal resolution (~56 km), compared to 5 km length of lines. A
two-way coupling between the trajectory model and growth model would be required to accurately
represent inertia, because the mass of the lines is expected increase as the macroalgae grows. A review
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of macroalgal growth model literature has revealed some major limitations in biomass prediction. In
addition to the accuracy with the forcing products, the high uncertainty with the kinetics equations and
parameter values has a major impact on model results. The equations and parameter values should be
calibrated against measurements especially for targeted macroalgal species.

Timing is important for macroalgal growth. In order to improve the biological viability of
large-scale macroalgal cultivation, it is important to account for the natural seasonality of targeted
macroalgal species that typically thrive from late winter to early spring. However, the selected releasing
time of early April in this study was largely determined by the trajectory analysis rather than the
natural physiology of macroalgae. Hence, additional studies regarding ways in which mariculture
practices can be adapted to better accommodate the growing season of viable NOMAD trajectories are
warranted, e.g., to examine alternative NOMAD pathways by releasing them from California coast in
winter and harvest them in Washington coast in spring or to explore alternate release locations.

Ultimately, to have confidence in the trajectory and growth model projections, a full-size
demonstration of a single line would be necessary to calibrate results, tracking location by GPS,
measuring nutrients, temperature, and light, and recording growth rates. Model results presented in
this study should be viewed as qualitative references to guide the macroalgal biomass yield and the
spatial and temporal variabilities as a function of NOMAD releasing location and time. Yet the model
can still be used as a diagnostic tool to help understand the effects of different environmental variables,
such as nutrient availability and seawater temperature as an approach to design future validation
field studies. In summary, the coupling of a macroalgal growth model and trajectory model provides
valuable decision support information for NOMAD design. This study’s results illustrate that use of
free-floating macroalgae mariculture has great potential and should be further explored, especially as a
technique to mitigate seasonality in nutrient availability.
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